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Editor’s Note 

Hi Everyone, 

Welcome to another edition of our quarterly newsletter! A little 

delayed this time around as we tried to wait for more activities 

to include. Alas, COVID and weather made that hard. Still, hope-

fully a fun issue for you all. 

One note. I do include news about the modern-day MG compa-

ny and its operations. Yes, I know this isn’t the same “MG” as it 

once was, but what’s happening with the brand is still inter-

esting. Hopefully you’ll agree. (I visited an MG dealership in Mel-

bourne, Australia a couple of years ago. The cars were nice but 

they also sold excellent MG-branded apparel and other goodies!) 

There’s quite a bit in this issue, including a great introduction to 

Marius Chanson and his lovely ‘51 MG TD. There are links to 

some (hopefully) entertaining online videos, and we have 

changed to competition to a new format.  There are also some 

additional articles included that were found here and there. 

As always, feel free to submit your own MG car stories (or any 

other material, for that matter) to me via email I’d be happy to 

include anything you find or produce in future editions. 

Cheers and Safety Fast, 

Phil Ostroff 

1st Quarter, 2021 
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President’s Note 
With Nick Roccaforte 

 
I think most of us are glad to have 2020 behind us. 
It will go down in history as one of the worst years 
on record with the most named hurricanes, thou-
sands of forest acres burned in numerous states, 
floods, tornadoes and of course our main nemesis 
COVID-19.  Although we still have a way to go in 
2021, I am hopeful that all is on the mend. Even 
with the vaccines coming we will still have the re-
strictions of wearing masks and social distancing 
until we are all clear. Who knows how long that 
will be? Who would have thought that we would 
have had the worst winter in 30 years?  There were 
5 named winter storms in 8 days!  That will certain-
ty go down in the history books.  Keeping healthy 
and safe will be our main goal this year.  

Even though we were able to do a few socially dis-
tanced drives and start Zoom meetings last year I 

would like to focus on better times ahead in 2021.  We will continue to plan Zoom meetings monthly for the first 
quarter of this year and evaluate at the end of the quarter what direction would be the best and appropriate for the 
next quarter. Hopefully it will be warmer and less restrictive for the second if not the 3rd quarter of 2021.   As long as 
we can maintain strict guidelines for our health and safety in order to minimize our risk we will consider scheduling 
outdoor club events and or drives that incorporate social distancing, masks, and  whatever other requirements may 
be imposed.  Unfortunately for now that would exclude large in door or in person meetings where social distancing 
would be difficult to achieve.  

My goal this year is to focus on the fun things we can do and to revive our spirit with that tradition of British motor-
ing!  All ideas you may have are welcome so please put on your thinking caps, have a pint or two and imagine what is 
possible. Then either email or call me to explore the possibilities! 

Cheers to a better year! 

- Nick 
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Club Leadership 
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Club Activity Reports 

Nyle Maxwell’s Vehicles Unique Museum Tour 

We were pleased to obtain permission to again tour the Nyle Maxwell show room collection of cars this year.  This year he had 

about 45 cars in the showroom.  The cars ranged from Vipers, Corvettes,  Ferraris, a VW van, Dodges, a Pontiac GTO, Austin Hea-

ley, a Jaguar XKE, and of course the MGTD, to mention a few.  Six club members attended with 2 more guests for a total of 8 to 

enjoy all the vehicles. The manager David was as cordial and informative as ever and even picked our brain regarding the MGTD 

that is for sale. There are always new cars to see since Nyle trades them out and is constantly buying vehicles to add to his collec-

tion. Since this is an interesting changing venue it is nice to be able to make this one of our annual visits.  See pictures in this arti-

cle. If anyone is interested in purchasing the  ‘53 MGTD (picture on next page) please give David Adams a call at 512-627-4021.   

 - Nick Roccaforte 
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Nyle Maxwell’s Vehicles Unique Museum Tour 

(cont.) 
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Membership Spotlight— Marius Chanson 
My connection with MG's began at an early age. On Christmas morning of  

1956 when I was five years old I received a Doepke MG TD Model Toy Car 

kit. It was a large 15 inch red metal car with steering, suspension and real 

rubber tyres. My siblings and I all played with it growing up and my little 

sister even used it when playing with her Barbie dolls. I still have that very 

toy car along with others that I have collected over the years. 

When I started College at The University of Texas at El Paso I needed to 

buy a car  of my own to drive to school or drive the family car, a 1957 

Plymouth Suburban Station Wagon. Not a very sexy car for a 19 year old 

young man.  Lucky for me I happened upon a 1951 MG TD that belonged to a local dentist. I convinced him that I should be the 

next owner of that car for the tidy sum of  $575.  A little coaxing from his wife also helped cinch the deal on the first car that I had 

ever purchased.  

I drove the car around wherever I wanted to go, and back and forth to UTEP for a couple of years. The car was painted maroon and 

looked like it had been done with spray can paint.  It also had some body wood rot and metal panel problems below both doors.  I 

remember having to routinely clean carbon off the spark plugs and having to push it to a gas station more than once because the 

“little red light on the dash board” gas gauge only worked occasionally.  On chilly winter days my buddy and I would remove the 

bottom seat cushions and sit directly on the floor of the car where it felt warmer for the ride to school.  

It wasn't too long before it was decided that my dad and I would rebuild the engine. With my dad's expert help, he and I rebuilt the 

engine and it ran great. The problem now was that the engine was too robust for the body of the car. So, I saved up and eventually 

purchased new wood and body panels for it.  Then it sat ...and sat. 

In the meantime I bought an 1957 MGA which I drove for a year or so and then passed on to my brother. Of course, I only sold the 

MGA to him because I had found my dream car.... a faded red 1963 Austin Healey 3000 MK III.  I bought the Healy for $175. It was 

rough, but ran well. I took it across the border to Juarez, Mexico and had it painted and reupholstered in blue for only $400. Wow, 

it looked great and I loved the power and the electric overdrive. The problem with this car was that after a year or so the wire 

wheels would spin off when the brakes were applied, not a good thing!  My dad told me that I had to fix it properly or get rid of it. I 

couldn't afford new hubs and wheels, so away it went. 

During this time the TD still sat and sat, fortunately in a garage. I graduated from college, started a career, got married, had kids 

and all that goes with that. I worked on the MG from time to time. Rebuilt the brakes, suspension and cleaned and painted the 

chassis. However, I never had the time, space, money and expertise to tackle the removing and rebuilding of the wooden body tub 

and it's metal panels.  

Around 1995 I moved from El Paso to Round Rock and a couple of years after 

the move I brought the TD to central Texas on a trailer, it still sits in my garage. 

Unable to complete my car I began looking at and collecting MG toys and mem-

orabilia. I have now acquired quite a few “little” MG's. 

During the summer of 2018 I came across a '51 MG TD for sale and it just hap-

pened to be in my neighborhood. I went to see it and it was beautiful. The car 

had been restored and the engine freshly rebuilt by a well known XPAG expert 

in Bryan, Texas.  It ran and drove wonderfully.  I had been looking at ads for 

these cars for quite a while and I just could not pass it by.  Now, I am thrilled to 

have an MG that I can drive and use to participate in club activities. 
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 Articles 

MG Will Release An Electric Sports Car In 

2021 
The 2021 Jaguar F-Type is the epitome of a modern British sports 

car, but with a $61,600 starting price, it's far from affordable. If 

only there was another UK automaker that could build a more 

attainable sports car. Well, after a long hiatus from producing 

sports cars, the (formerly) British MG brand could be ready to re-

lease one later this year. This news comes from Autocar, who 

claims the unnamed MG sports car will feature a two-door four-

seat layout and an all-electric drivetrain. 

The car will be loosely based on the MG E-Motion Concept car, 

which debuted at the 2017 Shanghai Auto Show. MG is currently 

owned by China's Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation, 

whose vice president Yang Xiaodong said the E-Motion could go 

into production following a positive reception. Nearly four years later, the E-Motion may finally be ready. 

Patent images leaked to the internet last year show the production version of the E-Motion, looking updated from the original con-

cept design. The overall shape remains the same but the front end looks more inline with other current MG products. Some obvi-

ous concept-only details, like the butterfly doors, will not reach production. 

As for the powertrain, the concept promised a 0-62 mph time of under four seconds, which still seems like an attainable bench-

mark. As for the 300 mile range, that figure seems far too optimistic. For reference, MG currently builds an electric SUV called the 

ZS, which only achieves 163 miles on a charge. 

The E-Motion concept sent its power from two electric motors out to all 

four wheels, and it's expected that the production version will do the 

same. If this powertrain carries over into production, we think the car will 

be more of a budget F-Type alternative than a Mazda MX-5 rival like ini-

tially anticipated. 

Reports suggest a semi-affordable £30,000 ($40,770) starting price, 

which would easily undercut gas-powered sports cars like the BMW Z4 

and Jaguar F-Type as well as the Toyota Supra. As with the range esti-

mate, though, the pricing rumor could be overly optimistic as the MG ZS 

already costs £25,000 ($34,000) yielding much lower performance. 
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CLASSIC car specialists have claimed a car found under a pile of rubbish in a garage could be worth up to £44,000 when the model 

is fully restored. 

The historic 1960 MGA roadster is already worth between £8,000 and £12,000 in its current condition but some extra repair work 

could see prices soar. The car is believed to have sat in a garage in Dorset unused for possibly 20 years before the car was discov-

ered by auction specialists at Charterhouse. They found the car after they were asked by the executor of a will to visit the cottage 

and carry out a valuation.  The model was discovered under a pile of wood, plastic and old wires before experts realised the poten-

tial value of the model. 

Charterhouse believes the car underwent a restoration at some point in the 

1980s but it is believed the car has not turned a wheel during the 21st cen-

tury. Richard Brommell, Director of Charterhouse Auctioneers and Valuers 

said discovering the car was a dream come true. He said: “It was always my 

dream as a schoolboy to go around the countryside looking for classic and 

vintage cars which have been locked away for years. “Today, although it 

rarely happens, there are still discoveries to be made such as this beautiful 

MG, although it took a long time to dig it out of the garage.” 

A photograph album shows numerous images of the car being used by pre-

vious owners before, during and after its previous restoration. The photos 

show the car's bodywork panels almost completely ripped off with various paint pots and tins in the driver's compartment. It is 

believed the car was used by three owners who all lived in the same cottage over several decades. The accurate mileage of the car 

cannot be verified but it is believed it was passed down from the same family. 

Speaking to Hagerty, Mr Brommell added: “The car would seem to have been bodily restored, and then wheeled back into the gar-

age for work to the engine, and perhaps it all got too much or life got in the way, and there it stayed, unfinished." “With the engine 

reassembled, it would make a nice Sunday driver. “The perfect car to pop out in the morning and pick up the papers, eggs and ba-

con, and it would get plenty of attention along the way.” 

Hagerty has confirmed the historic MG will likely to attract interest among buyers. They said the 1600 model has a reputation for 

being the most complete variant of the MGA range and will 

prove popular among collectors. Mr Brommell said he also 

expects “plenty of people” bidding on the car when it goes to 

auction. He revealed the classic market continued to hold 

strong which could help drive demand for the car. He added 

the car had “drop-dead gorgeous looks” and “plenty of 

spares” which could encourage drivers to make a purchase. He 

said: “The classic car market continues to be strong, even dur-

ing lockdown. “This MG A Roadster, combined with its drop-

top and drop-dead gorgeous looks with a great club scene, 

drivability and plenty of spares available results in plenty of 

people will be bidding on the car when it goes under the ham-

mer at the auction.” 

Classic MG Roadster found in abandoned 

garage could be worth £44,000 when restored 
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From the “Bits & Spares” Arkansas British 

Car Club Magazine 
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Guess where the MG is!  

 
This new quiz will feature pictures of Club Owners’ MGs in various locations around the Austin/Central Texas 
area. Can you guess where they are? Feel free to submit a photo of your MG somewhere interesting. Email it 
to me at the address below! Please only participate safely—don’t risk exposure to COVID-19 by taking your 
MG somewhere interesting just for this competi-
tion. Be safe and responsible if you choose to 
help with competition, or even submit an older 
photo!) 

Last issue’s Famous Driver Quiz winner: Scott 
Ogle who correctly guessed Carroll Shelby!  

First reader to email the correct response to Phil 
Ostroff (postroff@me.com), wins momentous 
fame in the next newsletter! 

Where is the MG?  

Find Us Online! 

Website Address: http://www.capcitymgclub.org 

Username: abingdon 

Password: capcity 

 

Find us on Facebook! Search for “Capital City MG Club” 

 

NEW Quarterly Quiz! 

mailto:postroff@me.com?subject=My%20MG%20Club%20Newsletter%20Quiz%20Answer
mailto:postroff@me.com?subject=My%20MG%20Club%20Newsletter%20Quiz%20Answer
http://www.capcitymgclub.org/
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Seen on the Web 

Editor’s Note: The “Lanky Dalek” refers to an alien robot that appears in the UK Sci-Fi series, “Doctor Who”. “Doofers” = generic 

term for “things”, especially if you don’t quite remember the name of those things! . Any other UK English to US English transla-

tions, let me know. 
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For Your Viewing Pleasure... 
To help kill some time, below is a curated assortment of online videos that may be of interest. Click on the “CLICK HERE” text to see 

the video for each entry! 

 

James May (co-star of “Top Gear”) has been outspoken about how he 

wants to move on from classic car motoring, instead vouching for 

electric or hydrogen modes of transport. Mike Fernie has decided to 

provide a happy medium, to see if he can convince May to at least 

have some classic motoring in his life. Enter the RBW EV Roadster! It’s 

certainly not cheap but interesting nonetheless. 

CLICK HERE 

 

Jay Leno takes a spin in his 1952 MG TD Hot Rod with the car's former owner 

and the man who built it, David Stenmark. Turning an MG TD into a Hot Rod—

maybe sacrilege. Fun, though! 

CLICK HERE 

 

Another Top Gear personality, Jeremy Clarkson, has some fun with an 

MG in this video, turning it into an off-road vehicle with...interesting 

results. There are other car modifications in this video and the MG 

modification appears about half-way through. 

CLICK HERE 

 
 The MG Midget is an often overlooked MG model that is really a fun little 

car. This video presents a cool look at the Midget’s history.  

CLICK HERE 

This short video reviews both the MGB and the Triumph Spitfire. It’s a neat 

little tribute to British sports cars, and discusses what it really means to 

own and drive these beauties. 

CLICK HERE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9yCOCufjDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRx6LqWTE-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAeEmhP9zcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hIhzub1m6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcG97hPieis
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Workshop Notes 

Conversion Guide To British Auto Terms 
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Congratulations to Andy Hempel, who scored first place in the recent Virtual Car Show held by the Texas MG Register! 

 

 

 

 

Many happy returns to the following folks: 

 

January: Mariska Berkley, Dale Von Heeder, Johnny Roberts, Ed Wros  

February: Scott Hardy, Ken Pfluger, 

March: John Chrisler, Mimi Lawrence, Julie Roccaforte, Erick Van Note, Moose Stovall, Denise Whiteside 

 

Did we miss your birthday? Let us know!  

Club Member Birthdays! 

mailto:postroff@me.com?subject=MG%20Club%20Birthday%20Submission
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Event Calendar 
 

As we wait for both COVID19 numbers/rates to drop and the release of a potential vaccine, the Club is still taking a “Safety First” 

approach to gatherings. Below are some events that are on the calendar as of time of print. 

Upcoming Planned Events: 

• 3/6/21  Stephanie Nichols Vintage air and Car Show at the Georgetown airport 

• 3/16/21 March Zoom meeting 

• 3/27/21 Rescheduled Valentine drive to the Canyon of the Eagles 

• 4/17/21 Joint club drive with the Alamo MG Club- Time and location TBD 

• 4/20/21 No Zoom meeting 

• 4/24/21  Club picnic and election of officers- Time and location TBD 

Informal Drives/Meet-Ups 

As always, feel free to arrange separate meet-ups or drives that are local to you and perhaps meet your own personal require-

ments regarding healthy social distancing and etiquette. If you do so, feel free to send us any interesting notes and photos!  

Don’t Miss the Club 

Zoom Meetings! 
While we can’t meet in person just yet, be sure not to miss the 

monthly meetings being held on Zoom! We still cover inter-

esting Club activity and have lively conversations about any-

thing MG! Keep an eye out for Zoom meeting info leading up to 

each meeting. 

If you need technical assistance and would like to learn more 

about Zoom, feel free to email Phil Ostroff for help. 

mailto:postroff@me.com?subject=I%20Need%20Zoom%20Help!
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If you would like to submit an ad for this page in future newsletters, please email Phil Ostroff 

(postroff@me.com) with the details of the ad, along with any pictures! 

• Phone: (512) 454-2047 

• Website: shimekauto.com 

Trailer for Sale! 

It’s a Tommy’s Trailer all aluminum 24’ car hauler with wind 

deflector, electric tongue jack with battery, spare tire and extra 

long ramps. Also have aluminum frame for canvas enclosed cov-

er if interested. PRICE DROP Asking $6 5K or best offer.  

Please email Craig Burchsted at:  craig@pptxinc.com 

MG TC For Sale.  Late 1949 home market MG TC.  Up-

dated with unobtrusive turn signals and twin stop lights.  

Brought from the UK in 1973 by the current owner.  Re-

cent work done by Ron Shimek here in Austin.  Maroon 

exterior – older paint – and “Biscuit” full leather interior.  

Tan top and side curtains.  Starts immediately, great oil 

pressure, brakes well, and rides on new tires. Lots of 

manuals, NOS parts, and back copies of Sacred Octagon 

go with.   Insured for $35K, asking $27.5K 

John Hoag,  Lakeway 

512-261-0475     jrhoag@utexas.edu 

mailto:postroff@me.com?subject=Classified%20Ad%20for%20MG%20Newsletter
https://www.yelp.com/biz_redir?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.shimekauto.com&website_link_type=website&src_bizid=Bnd4phP6TAaNH7RLkw2nWQ&cachebuster=1558577046&s=476a3f47dc50eb72696c8f292643781e7b255f867867cd99f01b7b57769104a1
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Olivio De Silva  

“The Tuning Specialist” 

Experienced British Car mechanic. 

Can work on your property! 

Phone: (316) 200-3068 

Email:  dasoka@hotmail.com 

1972 Red MGB For Sale 

I have owned this car for 41 years and I am moving to Utah and 

have no place to house the car so I have decided to sell her and let 

someone else enjoy the drive. I installed the 5 sp ford T5 tranny in 

2018 which has really improved the highway sp. The engine was 

major overhauled in 2005. I have all the part records of that over-

haul. I added a street cam, headers, flo-thru exhaust, oversized 

engine oil cooler with braided lines, electronic ignition, 13/4 su 

carbs, new oil pump, fuel pump, valve guides, valve springs, timing 

chain, and clutch and roller thro-out bearing. I converted the sus-

pension to tube shocks, and slotted disc brakes on front. Last year 

I installed a gps speedometer and new radio. I bought Moss mo-

tors hi-lift rocker shaft with needle bearings, but I have never in-

stalled it. It will come with the car. I have a box of mg parts that 

also will come with the car as well as a tonneau  cover. You may 

reach John Roberts at 2177100574 or blowtorch29@yahoo.com. 

Approx mileage since overhaul is under 8000 miles. $16,000. 

mailto:blowtorch29@yahoo.com
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1953 MG TD For Sale 

Ground up restoration recently completed on this TD. Exterior color Woodland 

Green, interior tan leather, top and side curtains tan Stayfast canvas. Show 

quality. Complete rebuild of engine, chassis, suspension, brakes, body tub 

and doors with new ash. New or re-plated chrome bumpers/overriders, grille 

shell, gas tank end covers, door handles, latches, side curtain and seat 

back fittings. Car ready to drive, show and enjoy. 22k. 

Email Gary: gpotters@austin.rr.com 
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1967 MGB GT Mk1 For Sale 

Clear TX title in my name. I've owned the car for 10 years. Engine is a 1987 5.0 (302) roller cam from a Mustang (dressed as a 60's 

289 to look period correct) Engine has been balanced with ARP fasteners throughout, including heads, fly wheel, rod and main 

bearing hardware. Trick flow stage 1 camshaft. Ported heads.  Edelbrock F4B intake manifold like what the Sunbeam Tigers were 

equipped with.  600 CFM Edelbrock 4 barrel carb. Transmission is a 1987 World Class T5 from a Mustang. It has been upgraded 

with Ford Racing components. A conservative estimate of 300HP at the flywheel is reasonable. Top speed is now 140mph, only 

limited by gearing. The original car shell itself is rot free. The hood that is on it is not original to the car and does have a little rust 

on the leading edge. The stock aluminum hood comes with the car and can be used if you switch to a lower profile intake mani-

fold. The only parts of the car that are NOT MG are the engine, trans and clutch slave cylinder (its from a TR6). The suspension, 

rear axle, wiring harness, gauges, clutch and brake hydraulics etc, even driveshaft are all MG still. I tried to build the car like it was 

a Tiger or early Cobra. The suspension has all polyurethane bushings and competition springs. I have the stock springs if someone 

would like to return it to stock ride height I have other performance parts that will go with the car. The paint and interior will 

need to be redone. I know the history of the car back to day 1. It was imported through Austin Imports and was originally pur-

chased by a University of Texas music professor by the name of Garret Greer. He kept the car as a daily driver until he passed in 

the mid 1990s. Upon his passing, he gave it to one of his students, Brad Bolen, who kept it until 10 years ago in his garage, when I 

purchased it I drove the car for several years as a daily driver and spun a rod bearing in the original engine. I converted it to the 

V8 and used it as a daily driver for several more years.  I'm going to list the car for $11,000, but will let it go for $9,000 (non-

negotiable) to a club member, to keep the car local. It cannot be duplicated for that much. Email Christopher: 

cjsteak@hotmail.com 
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Club Regalia 
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Membership Form 
The Capital City MG Club 

The CCMGC publishes a quarterly newsletter and holds monthly meetings on the 3rd Tues-

day of each month at Tres Amigos Restaurant (7535 Hwy 290, Austin, TX). We meet at 6pm 

to dine and socialize and then meet officially at 7pm. Please feel free to join us! 

Name:___________________________________ Birthday (Month/Day) __________________________ 

Spouse/Partner:_________________________ __Birthday (Month/Day) _________________________ 

Primary Email Address:__________________________________________________________________ 

Mailing Address:_______________________________________________________________________ 

City:____________________ State:_______________ Zip:________________ 

Home Phone:____________________________ Cell Phone:____________________________________ 

MG Ownership is not a prerequisite for membership, however if you own any MGs or other British cars 

please tell us about them: 

Year:______ Model: ________ Color:_________    Year:_________ Model: ________ Color:__________ 

Year:______ Model: ________ Color:_________    Year:_________ Model: ________ Color:__________ 

Do we have your permission to use pictures of you and/or your car in the club newsletter and/or on the 

club website? Yes:___  No:___ (Please check one.) 

Dues are $20.00/year and due April 1 each year. 

Please make checks out to Regina McKay and then mail to: 

Regina McKay 

Club Treasurer, CCMGC 

6005 Spancreek Circle, 

Austin, TX 78731 


